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1. Introduction
This report reflects my personal impressions and my personal analyses based on my
professional experience, after a 3 week visit to the Moluccas (Jan/Feb 2017). The Moluccas
consist of a group of islands located between Sulawesie and Papua. They are known as
“spice Islands”, because of the spices that were harvested here (nutmeg, mace and cloves)
which were interesting for Chinese and European markets, already for centuries.
It will not be a scientific report, but it will reflect my observations and reflections on the
problem of waste in Indonesia and specifically on small Indonesian islands. What are threats
and opportunities, how do stakeholders react to the situation and how can the ecological
situation be improved. I hope I will be able to formulate some valuable suggestions that help
the people from the Moluccas and from Indonesia to improve their situation.
This visit to the Moluccas is my own initiative and financed by my own foundation, Waste
Free Waters.

1.1. Why I made this visited to Indonesia
In 2016, I was asked by “the Ocean Cleanup”1 to visit, together with one of their staff,
Indonesia and Japan and to assess the amount and quality of landbased litter that was
flowing into the oceans. In Indonesia, we saw the situation in the big cities Semarang and
Jakarta. It was my first experience in Asia and I was deeply impressed by the totally different
nature of the waste problem in these kinds of countries compared to my familiar Europe. I
started to follow the “Indonesian Waste Platform” on the internet2 and I met the initiator,
Nina van Toulon, in the Netherlands at the occasion of the launch of the North Sea Cleanup
prototype in Scheveningen. Through the IWP-network I came in contact with Kees Lafeber
who invited me quite straightforward to come to Saparua, one of the Moluccan islands, and I
did not hesitate for long to book my flight to Ambon.

1.2. Special acknowledgement
To get things moving, someone needs to start pushing and pulling. Kees Lafeber, a man with
a background in managing positions in psychiatric hospitals, is such a guy. Married to a
Moluccan wife, he has a deep personal bond with the islands, understands the culture and
speaks the language. As far as I have observed, “Oom Kees” is the champion on these islands
who gets things moving. Oom Kees acted as my host and guide during my stay on the
Moluccas. His activities can be followed on his Facebook page3 or the Green Moluccas
website4.

https://www.theoceancleanup.com
http://www.indonesianwaste.org/en/home/
3 https://www.facebook.com/keeslafeber?fref=ts
4 http://www.sampah-portal.nl
1
2
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1.3. My background
Educated as an Industrial Designer at the TU-Delft (graduated in 1981), I worked
professionally at a metal products producer (Caja), a packaging producer (Bates Cepro) and a
polymer producer (DSM-Polymers). In the last position (1988 to 1997) I had the position of
“branche expert packaging” and got involved in the negotiations of the “Packaging Chain”
with the Dutch government to completely stop packaging being landfilled. The Packaging
Chain consists of all the material groups (metal, paper and board, glass and plastics), all
packaging producers (e.g. Tetra Pak), manufacturers (Unilever, P&G, Campina, etc.) and the
retailers (Albert Heijn, Gamma, etc.). These negotiations resulted in a Covenant, signed on
June 6, 1991, with targets on reduction, recycling and energy recovery for the rest. This was
the start of many packaging innovations which not only had an ecological benefit, but also a
substantial economic benefit through the reduction of material and energy usage and reuse
of products and materials. Until today this cooperation within the packaging chain exists in
the Netherlands. After some years as a consultant, I worked from 2002 as a Professor at the
Department of Industrial Engineering at Zuyd University in Heerlen and also did research on
sustainable energy. In 2011, the issue of plastic soup caught my attention and I pioneered in
sampling riverine litter in the Meuse. I realised that “we”, as an industry, had forgotten to
deal with the leakage of packaging from the system, causing a lot of problems in the marine
environment. My focus on the landbased origin of marine litter was the start of cooperation
with national and European institutions and measurements in different European rivers5
(see picture below). After my retirement in 2012 I could devote all my time to this issue as
president of my foundation Waste Free Waters. The request from The Ocean Cleanup
(Boyan Slat) brought me to Indonesia and Japan in 2016 and eventually to this visit to the
Moluccas.

Wal, M. v. d., Myra Meulen v.d., Gijsbert Tweehuysen, Monica Peterlin, Andreja Palatinus, Manca Kovac
Virsek, Lucia Coscia, Andrej Krzan (2015). "SFRA0025: Identification and Assessment of Riverine Input of
(Marine) Litter." 208.
5
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2. First impressions
2.1. Scale
“Small islands” are not necessarily small. In the Moluccas, the main island Ambon, with
300.000 inhabitants, has the size of a Dutch province and Ambon City is comparable to a
larger provincial capital, with comparable traffic and economic diversity. Saparua is a small
island with 30.000 inhabitants with 16 small villages and dominating motorbike traffic. Only
small economic activities except retail (some supermarkets in Saparua city).
Nusa Laut is even smaller with 13.000 inhabitants and a handful of villages.

2.2. Asian atmosphere
People are friendly and communicative. They appreciate my intentions as a foreigner, to
come to their country to support them with my European background and experience.
Moluccans are strong and proud people, with a traditional lifestyle based on the abundance
of natural resources around them in the forests and waters. Different from other parts of
Indonesia, the dominant religion on the island Saparua is Christian and the good relations
with the Muslim minority have survived the religious troubles of 15 years ago. This pride has
also a negative impact with regard to waste, while dealing with it is considered to be of low
status. The influence of the church here is of great help by stressing the “stewardship”
(rentmeesterschap) of the community for their environment and to have respect for
“mother earth”. Slowly the hesitations vanish and enthusiasm is growing to participate in
clean ups.

2.3. Natural richness
The Moluccas are just beautiful and foreign eyes are stunned, both above the water as
below in the reefs. Until you take a closer look and you see the rubbish. Children have grown
up with the familiar sight of waste all over and you cannot blame them not to see that as a
problem. But after a clean-up they experience the original state and beauty. Making children
aware of the value of a clean environment is an important issue in education. Here too
churches and schools take a leading role. Fishermen report that fish returns when a location
is cleaned. Ever more people understand that a clean environment is a basis for generic
development, appreciation for the cultural heritage, development of tourism, creating jobopportunities for youth to prevent them leaving the islands, etc.

2.4. Infrastructure and basic provisions
My impression varies from “good” to “lacking”. Everything is available, but the quality is
sometimes questionable. You miss the attention to detail in road maintenance, electricity
supply, service and maintenance in hotels, etc. Both big and small things go wrong or are not
really taken care of. Not only the typical (phlegmatic?) Asian attitude will contribute to this.
Corruption and nepotism are surely factors, but historic relations between civil officials,
community leaders and the large number of leaders from the many different churches can

6
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create obstruction as effective as underwater reefs. But when it is hard for civil institutions
to take initiatives, even when it is based on formal instructions from higher authorities,
groups like churches and ambitious school officials and teachers do a good job to get things
done within the limitations they have to deal with.

2.5. Education
During my stay, I visited two educational institutes, a Technical College (High School) in
Saparua and the Unpatty University in Ambon. What struck me most was the lack of facilities
and workshops that were available for the students to master practical skills. Students are
educated mostly from books and written syllabi from the teachers.
Another observation was the limited level of the knowledge of (spoken) English, both with
students and staff. The English abstracts in the papers produced by Unpatty students6
sometimes look like being translated with Google translate. This makes it hard for students
to rise above the general knowledge level in Indonesia and get stimulated by the work of
students and companies in other places of the world. The level of the education at the
Faculty of Technology appeared to me to have the level of Bachelor Universities (HBO) in the
Netherlands, more applied than scientifically oriented.

6

http://ejournal.unpatti.ac.id/ppr_jteknologi.php?jrnl_nm=Teknologi
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3. The problem
Indonesia is ranked second on the list of Jambeck 7, for what it is worth.

A fact is that from the 17.000 Indonesian islands an enormous amount of waste is flowing
into the surrounding seas and when you travel by boat between the islands you see waste
floating at the surface and bags and flexible packaging suspended beneath the surface at a
depth of 1 or 2 meter.

Beaches are littered and waste is abundant along the roads and in the canals used for water
management.
Jambeck, J. R., R. Geyer, C. Wilcox, T. R. Siegler, M. Perryman, A. Andrady, R. Narayan and K. L. Law (2015).
"Plastic waste inputs from land into the ocean." Science 347(6223): 768-771.
7
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Clearly an effective waste management system is missing, but also, people know no better
than to throw waste in canals or in the sea or to burn it in the open air. And they really
cannot be blamed for that, what else can they do with their waste?

3.1. Is there a solution?
Of course, the obvious one is that people should not throw their waste away, … and here
this obvious solution runs aground.

There is no simple way to solve the waste problem in a country as vast as Indonesia and
populated with so many people with their own island-cultures and their own relevant scale.
From Jakarta (Muslim, 15 million people) to Nusa Laut (Christian, 13.000 people) and
everything in between in the cultural melee that makes this country so fascinating.
One should realise though, that in European countries the development of adequate waste
management systems date from not so long ago. The Dutch water pollution law “Wet
Verontreiniging oppervlaktewateren (Wvo)”, which triggered the old paper collection and
recycling system in the Netherlands8, was only formally adopted in 1970.
Old newspapers were nation-wide collected as a substitute for straw for making solid carton board (strokarton). The processing of straw created heavy water pollution which was encountered by the new law.
8
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Keeping packaging waste out of a landfill had only started in 1988 with the German
“Verpackungsverordnung”9 and the proposed “Rücknahmeverpflichtung” (take-back
obligation) for retail-organisations of all the packaging that was brought to the market
through their shops. The industry was allowed to pool these very costly individual take back
obligations into a single private organisation, called DSD10 (Duales System Deutschland). This
triggered developments all over Europe.
So, these initial developments and successive improvements in Europe took little over 25
years. The present European reduction and recycling achievements for packaging are the
result of the efforts of all stakeholders during this 25-year period. Given the different
“styles” between European and Indonesian governments and the way the “Packaging Chain”
is organised in Indonesia, it will be a massive achievement if Indonesia reaches validation
quotas as are reached in Europe, but it would not be impossible. It is more a matter of
determination and clever negotiating!
Also in Australia, a Covenant between the Australian State and the Packaging Chain exists
since 1999. On its website 11 it is described as follows:
“The covenant is the voluntary component of a co-regulatory arrangement which dates back to
1999. It is based on the principles of shared responsibility through product stewardship, between
key stakeholders in the packaging supply chain and the Australian, state, territory and local
governments. Signatories to the covenant are obliged to prepare an action plan outlining how the
covenant principles will be implemented in their business operations.”

https://www.umweltbundesamt.de/en/topics/waste-resources/product-stewardship-wastemanagement/packaging
10 https://www.gruener-punkt.de/en/company/der-gruene-punkt.html
11 https://www.environment.gov.au/protection/national-waste-policy/publications/australian-packagingcovenant-action-plan-july-2010-june-2015
9
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4. How to approach the waste issue in Indonesia
There are not so many issues where the saying “think global, act local” is more applicable
than with waste. Literally every person on this planet is producing waste, which has to be
taken care of. Not all produced waste becomes an environmental problem. An ever-growing
share of waste is recycled or converted into energy. But every item that is not collected or
revalidated in that way, adds to the problem.
Either it is landfilled, but landfills are limited in their capacity, it is (illegally) dumped, just
everywhere, it is burned in open fires or finally it is deposited in the seas. The projections are
frightening, in 2050 the weight of trash will exceed the weight of fish in the oceans 12.
Just because literally every person on this planet is a stakeholder, everyone must be
mobilized to take his or her part of the solution. In Indonesia, not different than anywhere
else on this planet. Here the need of the required bottom-up side of the approach become
visible.
But asking people to be aware of the waste problem, and not offering them a way to act
responsibly, only frustrates them and brings a desired behavioural change even further
away. People need to be facilitated to properly dispose their waste and they must be able to
observe some sort of result in seeing that beaches, streets and reefs are really cleaner. That
restores pride about their living environment and might trigger the intention to show the
original natural beauty to tourists. Indonesia has an immense potential in this respect, but
waste spoils this profoundly13. So, a waste management system is urgently needed. Here the
need for a top-down approach become visible.
Both top-down measures as well as bottom-up measures in a synchronised effort are key to
get significant results.
A focus on technical solutions alone distracts from the real issue; technology is only
instrumental to the overall approach. Slogans like “REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE” are misleading
in a certain sense, although they are not necessarily wrong. Also, the concept of “THE
CIRCULAR ECONOMY”, although valid is its essence, is deceiving, because it represents an
economy of a (far?) future where products are designed for recycling or designed to be kept
in a circular flow.
Today we have to deal with the raw reality of a linear designed economy in which products
are exclusively designed for optimal value for the end-user, while totally ignoring the
destructive consequences of its post-use existence. This is the core problem we face to solve
in the coming 10 to 20 years.

12

World Economic Forum (2016). The New Plastics Economy - Rethinking the future of plastics. W. E. Forum:
36.
13http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/bali-struggling-to-cope-with-mountains-of-waste-left-behindby-australian-tourists/news-story/ae885bcc2e12e57fe70f980d435ac28c
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4.1. Bottom-up
Saparua, as one of the Lease islands, the spice islands of the Moluccas, is not very big, in one
hour on a motorbike you have seen both ends. There are 16 villages of which 2 Muslim, the
rest Christian, 16 Raja’s (majors), maybe 5 or more churches or mosques in every village,
many schools, community centres and 30.000 people. Two harbours where supplies are
delivered by boat and further distributed by a handful of small trucks to a myriad of super
small scale retail outlets with often only some shelves in the window of a private home.

No waste management system at all, no garbage truck, no formally designated landfill,
nothing of the kind. It is easy to realise that every boat delivers both the wanted products, as
well as all the potential waste as a fatal by-product. This chokes the island, not to mention
the waste that comes floating in from surrounding islands to litter the beaches. The best way
now to deal with waste is to burn it instead of throwing it into the sea. Smoke rising above
the trees can be seen every day.

People of Saparua have been sensibilized in the last couple of years. Kees Lafeber has made
it his personal target to make a difference in three years. He has put enormous effort in
developing “socialisatie” (awareness) programs, mobilized churches, NGO’s and the formal
governmental institutions. His objective was to create a sense of ownership of the problem
with the people and the leading organisations and he made significant progress.

12
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During my stay, a number of MoU’s were signed, which formalised the cooperation of all the
relevant stakeholders on the island. It required endless discussions, carefully avoiding
cultural booby-traps, mobilizing schools and teachers, connecting the waste issue to a
general notion of pride and mobilizing an extended network of “fakkeldragers” (torch
holders) in every village and community. In his effort, he was heavily supported by religious
organisations that regard “stewardship” as a core value. Clean-ups have been performed
and locals now are regularly keeping their own beaches or public areas free from litter.
Green Moluccas, an organisation that he established for this purpose, is a well-known entity
on the Moluccan islands. He proved that it is possible to make a change and “success” is on
the horizon as far as awareness and the willingness to contribute is concerned, but it has not
been an effortless undertaking. But now new challenges arise, where another perspective is
required to consolidate this development.

4.2. Top-down
As stated before, only a synchronised effort from both the population and the governments
on all levels, can lead to significant changes. At one certain moment after its use, waste has
to be collected, transported, stored and possibly validated. Waste has no economic value
when it is spread around in the environment. Only concentrated and sorted, some specific
fractions could be interesting to be validated. Unless the validation facility is some islands
further away and the transport costs are too high. This is the case for most of the waste
fractions on Saparua. If the local waste collector would have a press, he could compact
bottles and cans to such a density that transport to another island would be economically
feasible. But his turnover is too small (and the electricity supply too fragile) to allow him to
do this investment.

Is helping this entrepreneur a role for the local government? No, not really, why should they
subsidize this economic actor? As an entrepreneur, it is his responsibility to see
opportunities and invest in necessary equipment. The role of the government is to create
the infrastructure and the means to keep the island clean and to concentrate waste on a
location where entrepreneurs can do their business, validating the economically interesting
fractions. Governmental tax money should cover societal costs to reach a desired state
where and when economics doesn’t offer a solution. This means: waste collection,

13
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concentration of waste on validation locations and creating facilities for entrepreneurs to
validate interesting fractions. The landfill and validation location in Ambon City (Toisapu),
managed by its director, Irene Sohilait, is such a facility.

Still these are only measures which are based on tax money. Other players should be
included in these efforts to release the burden on the Government.
In Europe, these solutions can be found!

14
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5. European approach
In European countries, all packaging waste collection and validation is financed by the
packaging chain, without any tax money involved. Only the handling of residual waste is
financed by Governmental funds. Manufacturers and retailer already pay for the last 25
years for collection and recycling schemes for their packaging. Green dot schemes, which
were initially developed in Germany, spread rapidly across Europe. These so called “Dual
Systems” are in operation all over Europe, resulting in high collection and recycling figures,
all paid for by the Industry!

And it really works!
In this way, economic operators are not only part of the problem, but also part of the
solution. Involving both manufacturers, retailers and material producers in this effort is not
more than fair and ethically justifiable. They earn money by adding value to their products
through creating the most functional and efficient packaging. Consequently they create a
substantial part of the waste problem after its use. They could be held accountable for
contributing to the waste generated and to be a part of the solution.

15
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These developments have been initiated in the 1990’s in Europe and are still effective,
although so institutionalised, that it is hardly noticed any more by the general public.
On top of that, the packaging chain In the Netherlands pays an additional 1,19 euro (=
17.000 IRP) per inhabitant per year until 2022, only to tackle the litter problem!14
A development like this, where retail and industry take full responsibility and costs for
separate collection and recycling of packaging waste, could have an enormous impact on a
solution for the Indonesian waste problem.
But it requires a determined Central Government willing to put pressure on these powerful
economic players. But the European examples are there!
As an example, the fees put on every kg of packaging brought to the Dutch market, creating
the funds for collection, validation and monitoring, are listed below15:

http://www.afvalfondsverpakkingen.nl/english/
http://www.afvalfondsverpakkingen.nl/english/the-packaging-waste-management-contribution-and-therates/
14
15
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6. Mobilizing the “masses”
Staying for a longer period in Indonesia and experiencing life in the micro environment of a
small Island from a very short distance, made me realize (feel) the enormity of the challenge
ahead. I started to see the complexity of the issue and the delicacy with which a solution
should be designed. It dawned to me that, with regard to post-use products (waste), we
need to have a mirror image of the pre-use value chain, in all of its complexity and organic
growth patterns and governed by economic motives from the largest to the smallest entity.
From multi-national brand owners to the smallest family driven outlet. Where “profit” is the
driving force to get products to the end-user, we urgently need an additional force to solve
the issue of waste. It cannot be profit alone, maybe, only for some specific valuable
fractions. Until we have really incorporated environmental costs in prices, but that is far
away. I could not imagine a better driving force then the concept of a “WAR ON WASTE”.
When in the shelves, packaging is teasing, communicating, creating emotions and promising
satisfaction.

At the instance of use, when the packaging is separated from its content, it transforms into
an enemy, polluting the streets, attracting rats, smothering reefs and a satisfactory solution
to deal with it is lacking.
Like a real war, the “War on Waste” requires formal soldiers and popular resistance, a
command structure, logistics, weapons, prisons, pacification programs, tactics, strategies,
allies, a war-economy and above all a cause.
The cause in the “War on Waste” is a clean, waste free environment.
In this war, soldiers represent the informal and paid waste collectors, the popular resistance
is represented by involved citizens who don’t litter in the first place, but who also pick up
litter or participate in a community clean-up activity. Logistic equipment is needed to
transport waste to concentration points, where waste can be isolated and sorted and
categorized for “validation”, meaning recycling or transformation in fuel or energy. Tactics
and strategies are required to synchronize all efforts so that they enforce each other instead
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of obstructing. Weapons are waste bins, instructions, education sets for schools, recycling
equipment, sorting and compacting tools.
Allies could be parties like manufacturers and retailers, but also ship owners, fishermen and
farmers, polymer- and packaging producers. Other allies like research institutes and schools
are needed to develop the most efficient and effective tools, strategies and monitoring
systems. This all requires a lot of funding and expenses and establishing a “war economy”,
like the systems developed in Europe, is a necessary but realistic and proven requirement.
Only this overall approach gives us a chance to win this “War on Waste”, where every citizen
in Saparua or elsewhere on the globe has a role to play. The “War on Waste” is a global war
in the most profound sense of the word.
Everyone should feel himself a WASTE WARRIOR.
The waste-enemy should be killed by a deeply rooted notion of the value of a clean
environment by all people in their own role as a waste warrior.
This idea of being a Warrior, fighting against the enemy “Waste”, also helps to overcome the
(Moluccan?) cultural inhibition to deal with waste, as it is regarded as inferior. Picturing
yourself as a warrior fighting a, by definition, inferior enemy, which is hostile to your pride,
health and to your clean, living environment, makes perfect sense then. It helps people to
make the right discarding decision when they are stuck with waste, whether it is a cigarette
bud or a ruptured fishing net.

18
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7. Necessary provisions.
7.1. Legal and operational framework
In Indonesia, legislation is available on state level, but for the local Radja’s in the small
villages this is something from another universe. They have their own political motives and
considerations to implement and enforce whatever national regulations there is. Still it is
vital to strengthen the “line of command” by adequate supporting the lower level
institutions when they want to respond to desires expressed by their population. If a Raja
can satisfy the needs of the inhabitants of his community by providing waste-bins, garbage
trucks or tricycles and with facilities for recycling and it resonates with a growing awareness
among his voters, he should have the funds available and not be frustrated by higher
authorities. If schools, churches and interest groups have worked to develop awareness and
a change in attitude, local authorities should be able to respond and make funds, means and
permits available.
On state level, allies should be included. Large manufactures, like “Unilever” or “Nestle” or
retail organisations like “Matahari” or “Hero” should be interested (or forced) to take their
share of the responsibility. They can provide funds and formats for development of
infrastructure, recycling equipment, etcetera, like the European example.
Unilever has already introduced the concept of “Bank Sampah’s” in Indonesia, so they can
use their “army” of sales representatives and include retail outlets as remote operation
units. Gloria Maria Foster Pingak, a marketing executive from Nutrifood already works like
that, by creating a number of community centres (Rumah Belajar’s) where the population
can be informed and mobilized.

This sort of front-line support is absolutely vital because it forms the first line of attack in the
war on waste and like in a real war, the front line is where the battle is really fought.

19
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7.2. Technical tools
Forgive me the analogies, but here is another one:
You can make drinking water from river water, but you cannot turn a river into
drinking water.
What I want to say is that it is an illusion that all waste can be recycled. Even when
technically feasible, there will be economic constraints. If you want to organise waste
management, you should concentrate on the full stream and not on the opportunistic little
diamonds, like PET-bottles or aluminium beverage cans. The challenge is to manage the
“river”.
In Saparua it could be done by building a couple of “mountains”, nicely managed and
isolated from the surroundings in well-defined fractions, waiting for an adequate technology
and economic conditions to start processing these mountains. These mountains can be
surrounded by a conglomerate of small scale entrepreneurs who select the valuable
fractions and start making a living from it.

Compostables should be composted on site, chemicals (batteries, motor oil) should be
concentrated and prepared for transport. There is an array of tools and machines that can
be applied at this location, depending on the scale and available volumes. As much fractions
as possible should be processed on the location for the benefit of the island, the rest can be
stored and compacted to be transported, as soon as an optimally sized quantity is reached
for minimal transportation costs.
Machines that are basically required are presses, grinding equipment, sieves and some
internal transporters like a forklift truck for handling IBC’s (big bags) and pallets.

20
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For higher value recycling, the type of equipment made by Precious Plastics16 (extruders.
grinders and presses) can be installed to make products for the local market. Specific plastic
fractions (PE, PP, PS) which are too polluted or too heavily printed to be recycled, can be fed
into a small-scale pyrolysis-unit (Waste-to-Fuel) to produce the fuels necessary for the
generators and the machines on the facility and the collection vehicles. Also, depending on
the quantity, a high temperature gasification unit could be an interesting option for the even
heavier polluted materials (e.g., medical and sanitary waste products).
For every location and facility, economic and ecological analyses should be made to
determine the optimal capacity of the necessary equipment. Support from a local technical
college or University to design and build the machines, connects the students with the local
economy and offers them jobs for after their education. Ecological analyses determine the
ecological gain in making the choice for local validation or transporting it to another
location.

7.3. Educational facilities
Two educational institutes were visited in Saparua and in Ambon. A STM-school (Technical
High School) in Saparua, where I gave a guest lesson for 100+ students and the Unpatty
University in Ambon.

16

https://preciousplastic.com/en/
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In Saparua, they absorbed my presentation, translated by the English teacher, with great
attention and they were determined to become “Waste Warriors”. A basis was created to
get the students involved to keep them focussed on waste and to work on solutions with the
teachers. But they really lack facilities, and external support here is necessary. A broadband
internet connection is already too costly and production and learning equipment in the
school’s workshop is urgently needed. Involvement of these student is vital in the field,
supported by external allies when tools, materials and facilities are needed.
The same is true for the Unpatty University in Ambon. Here too, facilities for practical
training are lacking, so the curriculum is primarily based on cognitive knowledge transfer,
books and lectures. Taking a quick look at the repository of papers produced by the students
of the technical faculty 17, I got the impression that many of them are based on desk- or
literature research or are reports from internships at companies. The level I would compare
with bachelor level (HBO), applying formulas, without getting into real scientific research.
Not strange if you see the facilities…

A model that could be used to engage students to develop tools and equipment in these
different school types could be the concept of a “Student Company”18, in which students
develop their own business idea and get financed by shares they sell to family, friends and
relations. It works in the Netherlands already for many years and it is a valuable training for
entrepreneurship. Successful Student Companies can grow out to real companies, otherwise
they are liquidated and the profits (or losses) divided among the shareholders.

17
18

http://ejournal.unpatti.ac.id/ppr_jteknologi.php?jrnl_nm=Teknologi
https://www.jongondernemen.nl/student-company
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Students also can be involved in joint research projects with LIPI, especially with the
oceanographic research institute 19, located in Ambon. They have already developed a game
that can be used to make youth and students aware of the undersea beauty and the threats
to biodiversity from waste entering the seas.

19

http://lipi.go.id
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8. Waste Management lay-out
What struck me in Indonesia was the enormous vastness of the country and the remoteness
of the isolated islands and the differences in development of infrastructure in cities like
Semarang and Jakarta and in islands like Ambon, Saparua or Nusa Laut. This requires a waste
management system that reflects the requirements of this enormous spectrum of
possibilities to manage the waste stream. The main rationale used for the lay-out I suggest
here, is that not the validation (recycling) technologies determine the lay-out, but the
subsequent concentration and sorting of waste fractions.
Only when an economically interesting fraction “appears” (in volume and quantity) in one of
the reception centres, then an appropriate, “opportunistic”, technology can be applied. This
gives incentives for engineers and entrepreneurs to be creative and capture their “source” at
the earliest possible stage and to develop the technology that makes the best profit in this
appearing niche. This is the best way to create “ownership” for the most attractive
validation of an interesting fraction of the waste stream.

8.1. A lay-out for a Governmental based system
A waste management system should take all the different scales in Indonesia into account. A
basic lay-out in the case that a system is operated by the Government, is drawn in the figure
below.
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From the waste producers (households and enterprises), waste should be transported to
Village Reception Centres.
This offers a real opportunity for the informal sector. Their services (initial concentration of
waste) can be formalised in real jobs, combined with picking waste that is littered in the
environment. This activity has a true economic value, because only when concentrated, it is
possible to process waste further. So, it can and should be paid in some form. In Indonesia,
these Village Reception Centres exist already in the form of “Bank Sampah’s”. On this level,
some opportunistic validation (re-use or recycling) is already possible: composting organic
materials, creating products from waste (garbage bins from car tires) or making decorations
and shopping baskets). Allowing local groups to select the desired fraction from the
collected waste to make economically attractive products for daily use or as souvenirs for
tourists, supports the notion of the value of post-use materials as an economic opportunity.

The most important function of these first line Village Reception Centres is to sort waste in
relevant fractions and to store, prepare and compact waste for further transportation in the
most cost-efficient way. So, they should be equipped with storage bay’s, compactor presses,
grinders, sieves, transport equipment and an adequate administration. Special facilities
should be created for the collection and storage of (problematic) substances like wastemotor-oil or oil filters, scrap metal, textiles, medical and sanitary waste, chemical waste and
electric/electronic waste. At this level, the volumes of individual waste fractions might not
be high enough for validation options that might be feasible at the next stages, but to
develop small scale validation equipment is a challenge for local enterprises.
When the costs of transportation from the Village Reception Centre to the next District
Reception Centre are kept as low as possible by the village Reception Centre, an already
substantial flow of rest products can be processed at the second level. High quality flakes
from PET-bottles can be produced, where caps, labels and rings have been separated. Clean
PE-films from businesses can be separated for further processing and specific mono-material
fractions can be available in sufficiently high quantities for validation by recyclers, working
on a more industrial basis.
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This process of Concentration, Isolation and Validation continues through the Centres on
Provincial and National level, where at every level, opportunistic validation possibilities are
used by economic motivated entrepreneurs and where the non-validated fraction is passed
on to the next level in ever larger quantities. At the end of the system you can imagine a
Waste-to-Fuel installation or a Waste-to-Energy facility, which were not feasible at earlier
stages.
The whole idea behind this lay-out is that you manage the full flow of waste, but you allow
entrepreneurs at every level to pick, at the lowest cost and with the highest revenue, the
best quality material for their business, thus validating the really interesting fractions. As a
result, the waste flow is ever more minimised and concentrated to the point where you end
up with the lowest quality of waste at the last location where waste can be transformed into
energy through a Waste-to-Energy plant.

8.2. A lay-out when a Dual System is introduced.
When a Dual system is developed, like in European countries, the lay-out looks a bit
different. Here, the Packaging Chain is made responsible for the whole collection and
validation of packaging materials, that make up a substantial part of the waste stream.
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The waste amounts to be handled by the Government will shrink substantially, which lowers
the burden for tax payers. The risk of misusing funds, which are earmarked for waste
management but used for other purposes with “higher priorities”, will be decreased too.
The flow of post-use packaging waste is then completely the responsibility of the Packaging
Chain. They “own” this flow, starting from the consumer and enterprises and they can buy
services from waste collectors and waste processers at every level they think is appropriate.
The full cost of the collection and validation is at their account. This also creates a drive to
minimize the costs of transportation and validation and puts the highest possible emphasis
on developing the most efficient validation technology and logistic structures.
As in Europe, the government can have a high degree of control on the results of this
system, as they are determining the targets (Collection and Recycling quotas) that have to be
met by the Dual System. Collection, Recycling and other validation targets can be negotiated
and should be monitored and reported. A monitoring and reporting structure is therefore an
indispensable element of this system.
As the success of European Dual systems shows, it would be of great value for the
Indonesian Government to study the possibilities to introduce this kind of a system in
Indonesia. Among the producers and retailers who are active in Indonesia there are quite a
number which have experience with this system in Europe and can transfer their experience
to Indonesia.
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9. The challenges ahead
This relative short visit to Indonesia, confronted with the challenges of small islands in this
year and confronted with the challenges of a mega-city like Jakarta, the year before, made
me realise the enormous challenge ahead. Still I am convinced that Indonesia can be clean
and can handle the problem of waste. It is no rocket science.
It takes a coordinated and determined effort, both from the highest Governmental bodies as
the mobilisation of the most elementary groups (grass-roots) in the society. It really is an
effort that should be organised like you would organise a war. A clear view on the enemy
and a clear view of the Cause, the available forces, the needed allies (businesses, churches,
educational institutes and NGO’s) and the necessary economical and organisational
structures is needed.
It is an all-out war effort with an appropriate “propaganda and rhetoric” that is strong
enough to mobilize all stakeholders. The economics are mostly negative, so funds must be
made available to keep waste flowing from its origin to its final destination.
The challenge is to install structures that keep costs as low as possible and to create
incentives for entrepreneurs to develop validation methods that are “owned” and that can
create jobs and income from the lowest level of waste pickers to the most sophisticated and
well-established factory owners.
The Government should take this role as the final responsible stakeholder, but it should be
aware not to take the whole problem as its own operational task. European developments
have shown that delegating a major part of the problem to stakeholders that already made a
profit by bringing the potential waste products to the end-users, can be a successful
strategy.
Even in Europe, reaching high validation figures has taken quite a number of years. In
Indonesia, it will take also quite a number of years. The vastness and cultural diversity of the
country and the complexity of its Governmental structures will make it complicated, but
adopting models like developed in Europe, could make the effort manageable.
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10. Closing remark
As already mentioned earlier, no battle will be won without the full involvement and
commitment of the infantry and dedicated “sergeants”. In this case, the individuals in the
small villages and on the small islands, who walk the extra mile, who tackle the challenges
out of the deeply felt conviction that there is a necessity to clean their own areas. The
people that convince municipalities and majors, unite church officials, motivate the local
youth in schools and in community centres and who mobilize the people in their village for a
clean-up and who have the stamina to push on when setbacks happen. Adequate support of
these individuals, all over Indonesia, is of the utmost importance to gain momentum in this
“War on Waste” from the bottom upwards.

They are the type of “Waste Warriors” that I would whole-heartedly recommend to receive
a “Medal of Honour” and some sort of financial support for their efforts.
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